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Godsleg knew very little of the circumstances of his conception. What tales might his mother, 

one in a line of fatherless daughters, have spun in order to explain away the absence not only of 

a father, but of a gravestone, or any photograph, keepsake, or relative? 

Godsleg, that great bulk of a man, had been conceived in a park in the heart of the city, 

on one of its typically randy nights of suffocating air, amidst scents of jasmine and tidal mud. 

The suburbs lining the river tilted as if preparing to slide down the banks to dissolve in river 

waters, a kaleidoscope of timber planks and plants and jacaranda trees, of frogs and toads, of 

barking dogs and spiders and the rattle and clink of beer bottles. The sky was violet, smeared 

here and there with tangerine. There was a war on, somewhere out along the ocean, and the 

seamen here on shore leave were after fur and skin. Godsleg’s mother had given both, allowing 

herself to be taken by an Allied sailor; whether she had consented under the influence of beer 

and rum, or the suggestive wrapping of the summer air, or even the wider war itself, she 

neither knew nor stopped to think. It was simply a desire the consequences of which she would 

live with always, but the reasons for which she never examined. 

How complicated could it have been? No longer able to hold out against the longing for 

sex, with cheap alcohol and an evening’s liberty flowering upon their skins, Godsleg’s parents 

conceived him in a half-drunken fury. He was the product of a thrashed-out war fuck, son of the 

languid river by whose banks he was imagined, or wrought; heir to the deep violet spaces 

beneath the jacaranda and bay fig. Beyond that darker hemisphere of steam were gardens, 

often abandoned by the larger concerns of the day – there was the Threatened North to be 

addressed, and those engaged in battle to be serviced. 
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The crewman and the local woman were thus surrounded by the overgrown subtropic, 

replete with frangipani and hibiscus. Yet there was nothing gentle in the act itself. Although 

Godsleg’s mother had consented, had even enthused, the act itself was brief, awful – the clump 

and hulk that was Godsleg ensued. In latter times it would be classified as rape, for the 

anonymous crewman was brutal above her. They barely kissed; they barely spoke on the warm 

brown earth of the riverbank. 

Within a day the sailor had disappeared for good into the boiling Pacific loneliness, 

leaving her at the very edge of that blue vastness, holding a child within. She spent the days of 

her pregnancy helping out at an old person’s home. As the wind picked up in the afternoons 

she would be standing by a bed or wicker chair, spooning tapioca into unhemmed mouths, the 

ochre walls around her alive with the shadows flashing on and off from the teasing lilt of the 

banana trees. She watched her own silhouette grow too, larger and heavier against the nursery 

walls, until a son arrived. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


